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Abstract: Isolated piles, jacket platforms, submarine pipelines, etc. are ubiquitous structures 

in marine engineering. When the ratio of the lateral dimension D to the wavelength L of the 

part surrounded by waves is less than 0.2, it is generally called a small-scale structure. 

Current and waves are the two most important external loads in ocean engineering. The 

interaction between current and waves and small-scale structures in ocean engineering has 

always been the focus of research, and it is also one of the main problems that have not 

been well resolved in ocean engineering. In this paper, under the premise of considering the 

viscosity, turbulence and free surface flow of the fluid, the hydrodynamic problems related 

to small-scale objects in marine engineering are selected as the research content, and the 

numerical calculation model combining the immersion boundary method and the fluid 

volume method is selected for numerical calculation. The numerical expressions, solution 

steps and method verifications of the immersion boundary method and the fluid volume 

method are given respectively. A numerical calculation method by directly solving the 

external force source term in the immersion boundary method is proposed. The advantages, 

disadvantages and calculation steps of two different processing methods of applied force 

source terms in the immersion boundary method, continuous force method and discrete 

force method, are given. Instead of solving the force source term by means of interpolation 

and extrapolation, this paper adopts the discrete force method and the immersion boundary 

method for numerical calculation. Bounds method for numerical calculation. The 

realization process of establishing the numerical model of the immersion boundary method 

is given in detail. The finite difference method is used to discretize the governing equations 

and the semi-implicit two-step projection method is used to solve the NS equation. Finally, 

the numerical model of the immersion boundary method is given. Numerical realization 

process. The numerical model established in this paper is verified by the classical examples 

of numerical calculation of flow around a fixed cylinder and a flow around a rotating 

cylinder under laminar flow conditions, and the numerical calculation results are compared 

with the experimental and numerical results of others. The established numerical 

calculation model is correct and feasible. Experiments show that this model can well 

generate first-order Stokes linear waves. When a=0.25, according to the method proposed 
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in this paper, the lift can be reduced to 75%-80%; when a=0.5, the lift can be reduced to 

60%; when a=0.75, the lift amplitude can be suppressed to 50% or less. 

1. Introduction 

In a broad sense, the scope of marine engineering research includes all projects involving or 

related to the marine environment, such as offshore oil platforms, submarine oil pipelines, mooring 

systems and other structures that provide related production and living facilities for the 

development of marine resources and other activities. The technical research in marine engineering 

mainly includes deep-sea manned submersible technology, subsea oil pipeline burying and 

maintenance technology, marine space utilization and offshore construction technology. At present, 

the main research contents of ocean engineering include the laboratory research of ship and ocean 

engineering numerical pool simulation, the numerical simulation of the interaction between waves 

and structures, the numerical simulation of hydrodynamic problems in the deep sea, and the 

relationship between full-scale ships and marine structures. Massively Parallel Numerical 

Computing Simulation of Complex Flow Problems. In recent years, with the rapid development of 

marine engineering technology, the research on hydrodynamic problems around marine engineering 

structures has become more and more detailed. Current and waves are the two most important 

external loads in marine engineering. At the same time, the interaction between current and waves 

and marine engineering structures has always been the focus of research, and it is also one of the 

main problems that have not been well solved in marine engineering. [1-2] . 

In the research on the hydrodynamic numerical calculation method of small-scale objects in 

marine engineering based on the immersion boundary method , many scholars have studied it and 

achieved good results, for example : Sawant VA et al. foundation of theoretical fluid mechanics. 

Theoretical analysis method is to establish basic equations or equation sets for various physical 

quantities in the fluid motion process, solve them in combination with specific calculation 

conditions, and analyze the calculation results reasonably [3] . Betaieb E et al. used some dummy 

particles to determine the free surface, and obtained the numerical solution of the large sloshing 

problem of the fluid with the free surface by using this method. The dummy particles are marked by 

the motion of the local fluid velocity, the area occupied by all fluids is defined as the fluid area, and 

the interface between the marked and non-marked areas is defined as the free surface [4] . 

In this paper, considering the viscosity, turbulence and free surface flow of the fluid, the 

hydrodynamic problems related to small-scale objects in marine engineering are selected as the 

research content, and the numerical values of the immersed boundary method and the fluid volume 

method are given respectively. Expression, solution steps, and method validation. At the same time, 

the immersion boundary method and the fluid volume method are combined to carry out the 

verification calculation of relevant examples, and the numerical calculation of the near-wall 

cylinder under the action of waves is carried out by this method. In addition, this paper uses the 

open source numerical calculation software Openfoam to establish an H-dimensional numerical 

water tank model and verifies the correctness of the established numerical water tank. The problem 

of interaction between waves and structures is solved by using the established numerical water tank. 

2. Research on the Numerical Calculation Method of Hydrodynamics of Small-Scale Objects 

in Marine Engineering Based on the Immersion Boundary Method 

2.1. Continuous Force Method and Discrete Force Method 

The calculation of each time step in the time discrete process of the continuous force method is 
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basically the same, and the calculation at each time step can be summarized as: 

(1) Calculate the magnitude of the external force according to the position and mechanical 

properties of the discrete points on the solid boundary; 

(2) Calculate the force of the surrounding grid nodes by extrapolation according to the applied 

force calculated in step (1); 

(3) Solve the NS equation in the entire flow field: 

(4) According to the new velocity field, solve the new position of the discrete points of the solid 

boundary [5-6] . 

The discrete force method obtains more accurate boundary conditions of the object surface by 

changing the numerical discrete method near the object surface boundary when processing the 

object surface boundary. Compared with the continuous force method, the discrete force method 

solves the force source terms or boundary conditions directly on the flow field nodes near the 

surface boundary of the object, instead of solving the force source terms through interpolation or 

extrapolation. Like the continuous force method, the discrete force method also has many different 

methods. There are many forms of governing equations, but the NS equation (momentum equation) 

will definitely add a new physical force source term, and some discrete force methods will also add 

mass to the continuity equation. source item. The additional force source terms and mass source 

terms can usually be obtained by solving the discrete governing equations. Similar to the continuous 

force method, the discrete force method differs in the time and space numerical discrete process 

according to the selected discrete method, but the calculation of each time step in the time discrete 

process is basically the same, and the The calculation can be summarized as: 

(1) Solve the applied force at the current time step through discrete equations; 

(2) Discretize the entire flow field, and use the two-step projection method to solve the 

intermediate velocity field of the first time step; 

(3) Use the continuity equation to solve the pressure Poisson equation to obtain the pressure: 

(4) Use the two-step projection method to solve the velocity field of the new time step [7-8  ] . 

By comparing the numerical discrete processes of the two methods, the main differences 

between the continuous force method and the discrete force method are: 

(1) The solution methods of the external force source term are different. The applied force source 

term of the continuum force method is solved in the coupled equation by integral form, usually 

before discretizing the master equation. The applied force source term of the discrete force method 

is solved by the discrete governing equation; 

(2) The relationship between the external force source term and the spatial dispersion is different. 

Since the applied force source term of the continuous force method is solved before the 

discretization of the main governing equation, the applied force source term has nothing to do with 

the specific spatial discretization method. The applied force source term of the discrete force 

method has a great relationship with the spatial discrete method; 

(3) The pressure value is calculated differently. In the continuous force method, the change of 

the flow field has nothing to do with the pressure value, but only with the pressure gradient. The 

discrete force method uses the pressure value when the two-step projection method is used to solve 

the calculation. Usually, the pressure field needs to be given in the initial conditions of the solution. 

The continuous force method has a simple structure and strong practicability, but the discrete 

force method is higher than the continuous force method in the accuracy of the object surface 

boundary. The discrete force method is used in this paper . 

2.2. Numerical Study of VOF 

The volume-of-fluid method (VOF) does not capture the free surface by tracking the motion of 
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the particles on the free surface, but determines the free surface by calculating the ratio function F 

between the fluid and the mesh volume in the mesh element. If F=1, it means that the mesh element 

is all fluid; if F=0, the mesh element is an empty mesh, which means air: when 0<F<1, the mesh 

element is a free surface mesh . 

Assuming any point (x, y) in the two-dimensional flow field, the function f(x, y, t) is defined as 

follows [11-12] : 
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where V i , j represent the volume of the computing unit grid (i, j). 

2.3. Treatment Method of Free Surface Flow 

The main feature of the free surface problem is that part of the boundary of the computational 

domain changes with time, and the boundary itself, together with the basic flow variables such as 

velocity and pressure, need to be solved simultaneously. Generally, the solution of differential 

equation system is assumed to be discretely solved in a fixed domain, and the calculation domain 

that changes itself undoubtedly greatly increases the complexity of the calculation, which is also the 

biggest difficulty of free surface flow. 

The interface capture method is not as accurate as the tracking method on the free surface, but it 

can adapt to the complex interface flow problem. Since the snapping method is generally performed 

under a fixed Euler grid, the distortion and deformation of the grid can be avoided. The 

implementation process of the interface capture class method is generally complicated, and needs to 

be realized by means of special interface marking technology. So far people have developed a 

variety of interface capture methods [13-14] . 

Generally speaking, the interface tracking method is simple to implement and has a small 

amount of computation, but it has great limitations in complex problems. The advantages of the 

interface capture method are mainly reflected in its strong adaptability to complex problems. It can 

handle almost all free surface problems, but the implementation process is relatively complex and 

the amount of calculation is large. In this paper, the capture method is used to calculate the free 

surface problem, which mainly considers that many hydrodynamic problems of marine engineering 

often involve complex forms such as large deformation and fragmentation of the free surface. In 

addition, interface capture methods are generally used in conjunction with one equation, which 

facilitates simultaneous consideration of turbulent phenomena in free surface flow [15-16] . 

3. Research and Design Experiment of Hydrodynamic Numerical Calculation Method for 

Small-Scale Objects in Marine Engineering Based on Immersion Boundary Method 

3.1. Research on the Establishment and Application of 3D Numerical Wave Flume 

The essence of establishing a numerical water tank is to numerically realize the shape and 
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position of the free surface at different times and the solution of the flow field in the area below the 

free surface. How to accurately simulate the free surface is the key to the establishment of a 

numerical water tank. This chapter will use the VOF method. Capture the shape and position of the 

free surface. At the same time, the open source numerical calculation software OpenFOAM will be 

used, the finite volume method will be used to solve the NS equation, the relaxation wave method 

proposed above will be used to create waves, and the wave problem will be solved by modifying the 

interFoam.C file under the existing solver interFoam in OpenFoam. The related solver waveFoam 

[17-18 ] . 

3.2. Experimental Design 

This paper , the interface reconstruction method of VOF and the basic idea of interface capture 

are discussed in detail, and the VOF equation is established. The time step selected in the numerical 

calculation must meet certain requirements. In order to maintain the stability of the numerical 

calculation, this chapter gives three constraints when using the VOF method to solve the problem. 

In order to test the reliability of the numerical model, this paper takes the complex free surface 

turbulent flow problem as an example to verify it numerically, mainly to verify the fluid sloshing 

problem and the laminar flow problem of dam-breaking flow when a two-dimensional rectangular 

tank is forced to move. 

4. Experimental Analysis of the Hydrodynamic Numerical Calculation Method of Small-Scale 

Objects in Marine Engineering Based on the Immersion Boundary Method 

4.1. Numerical Verification 

In order to verify whether the numerical calculation method in this paper is correct, the newly 

established three-dimensional numerical wave tank model will be used to simulate the linear wave. 

This numerical wave pool is 20m long, 3m wide, 1m high, and has a water depth of h=0.65m. The 

positive X-axis is consistent with the wave propagation direction. The reflected wave often affects 

the results of the experiment, so the wave-elimination effect is very important for the numerical 

water tank simulation. In this example, the 3m at the exit is set as the wave-elimination area, as 

shown in Figure 1 . The adopted wave parameters are: wave height H=0.08m, period T=1.5s, 

wavelength 1=3.058m. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the numerical wave pool 
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Reasonable grid distribution is very important to generate an ideal wave field. In the numerical 

calculation of this paper, a uniform grid is used in the horizontal direction, and a non-uniform grid 

is used in the vertical direction. Encryption processing to obtain the free surface position more 

accurately. Table 1 presents the three grid parameters used in the numerical calculations. 

Table 1. Numerically calculate the network parameters 

reseau △ x △ z △ y 
Total number of 

grids 

1 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.12 

2 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.4 

3 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.56 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Displacement course curve at x=7.25m 

 

The establishment of a numerical wave tank is to simulate the desired wave conditions, and an 

important parameter for evaluating and verifying whether a numerical wave tank is reasonable is the 

wave height factor . Figure 2 shows the displacement history curve at x=7.25m. It can be seen that 

the generated waveform is stable and the wave height is close to the theoretical wave height value, 

indicating that this model can well generate the first-order Stokes linear wave. 

4.2. Comparison of Lift Control Efficiency under Different Reynolds Number and a Value 

Conditions 

In this paper, experiments are designed for the lift control efficiency under different Reynolds 

numbers and values of a, and different Reynolds numbers and values of a are selected for 

comparison experiments of control variables. 
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Table 2. Comparison of lift control efficiency of different Reynolds numbers and a value conditions 

Re 60 80 100 140 160 200 

a=0.25 79 77 76 76 77 79 

a=0.50 57 57 56 56 59 60 

a=0.75 36 42 44 44 46 49 

 

 

Figure 3. Changes in lift control efficiency at different Reynolds and a values 

From Figure 3 : when a=0.25, the lift force can be reduced to 75%-80% according to the method 

proposed in this paper; when a=0.5, the lift force can be reduced to 60% level; when a=0.75 , the lift 

amplitude can be suppressed below 50%. This fully shows that the lift flow control scheme 

proposed in this paper can effectively reduce the lift on the cylinder, which is of great significance 

for solving the vortex-induced oscillation in engineering and the resulting fatigue damage. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper , the calculation steps and advantages and disadvantages of the discrete force method 

and the continuous force method, which are often used in numerical calculation, are given. The 

force source term and boundary conditions are solved on the flow field nodes, and the force source 

is not solved by means of interpolation and extrapolation. In this chapter, the discrete force method 

and the immersion boundary method are used for numerical calculation. The realization process of 
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establishing the numerical model of the immersion boundary method is given in detail. The finite 

difference method is used to discretize the governing equation and the semi-implicit two-step 

projection method is used to solve the NS equation, and the numerical calculation method of the 

additional term is given. Finally, the calculation process of the numerical model is given. The 

numerical calculation model combining the immersion boundary method and the fluid volume 

method is numerically verified, mainly through two examples of linear periodic wave passing 

through a trapezoidal object and solitary wave passing through a rectangular object. The 

comparison of the results proves that the numerical model established in this paper is correct and 

reliable, and can solve the interaction between waves and structures well. At the same time, the 

numerical model established in this paper is used to calculate the hydrodynamic characteristics of 

the near-wall cylinder under the action of waves . 
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